
NO FIXED ABODE 

A No Fixed Address System for 
the Nomadic Future 
————————————————————————— 

NFA (No Fixed Address) system proposes a new 
system with a static postcode tied to a dynamic, 
impermanent address, allowing modern nomads to 
participate in a functional society that respects 
alternative ways of living. 

Modern nomads are not hiding, modern nomads are 
not trying to break any laws, modern nomads simply 
live a different way of life, why do modern nomads 
have to tolerate pressing issues brought by the 
obsolete mindset of having a fixed address? 

NFA system seeks to normalise and formalise the 
nomadic way of living through the proliferation of the 
No Fixed Address system. By becoming part of the 
norm, modern nomads will be able to become more 
intermeshed into our static, rigid society. Diversity 
should be respected in our great democracy. 



While different factors, including the 
housing crisis and advances in 
technology, has led to a dramatic rise 
of nomads in recent years - both by 
choice and by force. The way people 
work live love and relate to places 
and each other are being changed. 
Modern Nomads leverage technology 
in order to live an independent and 
nomadic lifestyle without being 
trapped in a fixed address. But they 
are facing unnecessary problems. 
From voting to ordering pizza, the 
society is not yet able to cater to the 
increasing needs of this growing 
group of people. Modern nomads are 
excluded from the society.



Hypothesis

Topic

PARASITISM MUTUALISM

Starting from parasitism, I looked into the 
evolution from parasitism to mutualism. 
Through the evolution, the parasite and 
the host start to cooperate and live on 
each other.

if (PARASITE = HOST)  
then PARASITISM = “MUTUALISM”

“They (beggars) are a race apart--outcasts, like criminals and 
prostitutes. Working men 'work', beggars do not 'work'; 
they are parasites, worthless in their very nature.” 

Down and Out in Paris and London  
by George Orwell 

George Orwell describes an opinion which is hold by a 
certain amount of people in their mind. This point of view is 
incorrect but it reveals the existence of stereotype of 
beggars and even homeless people. 

Homelessness has existed in the world for a long history and 
seems difficult to be ended. I assume there is a relationship 
of mutualism between homeless people and the society 
therefore the issue of homelessness never comes to an end. 

Context

HOMELESS

Question

What’s homeless people’s value 
to the society?

PARASITE

HOST

HarmHarm Less HarmDefence

Detrieving Nutirents Evolve Faster Keep Host Alive for Own Benefit

Give Up Defence Evolve to CopeLosing Nutirents
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Sexual harassment can occur between same sex. It 
happened in a McDonald’s toilet.

A guy showed me his thing

Received: 
Sandwiches 
BBQ Chicken Wings 
Hot Chicken Soup 
Bread, Naan 
Chocolate 
Juice, Coffee, Tea 
Fruits

Thrown-away: 
Starbuck’s 
Sandwiches 
BBQ Chicken Wings 
Bread, Naan

Hunger is not a problem while staying on central 
London’s streets. Charities kept coming and providing 
foods, drinks and clothes. Passersby are kind. During my 
stay we had more than enough food from charities and 
passersby. My “cardboardmates” even complained about 
food they received and sometimes had a bite on food 
then threw it away.
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To better understanding the life style of homeless, I spend a 
night outside Victoria station with two “cardboardmates” - Phil 
and Lee - who asked me for spare changes earlier that night. 

My approach was different from typical interview. I observed 
things happening around quietly. They were very comfortable 
with it:“We are very happy, no one has ever done this before. 
You just sit down and stay with us, not many questions. We are 
happy.” 

Before the stay I had my own prediction about the problem I 
might face on the street, but it turned out that the reality was 
different from my imagination.

They throw away food

The reason of addiction is the boredom on the street. 
Homeless people have nothing to do on the street. Drug 
and alcohol help them to get over the long, cold and 
noisy night.

They are addicted to Spice

I documented my experience during my stay on the street. The 
insight is that homeless people in central London have access 
to different assistances provided by charities and councils 
including foods, clothes, shelters and job training etc. The 
short-term assistances they can get are more than they have. 
Mean while there is a lack of long-term solution. People 
provides short-term help because of empathy and willing to 
help, but sometimes it doesn't help.

 < DISCOVER



8          Happiness

Kindness        8      
HOMELESS 
/BEGGAR PUBLIC

“The beggar’s existence allows even the poor to make donations……he/she 
functions as an agent of virtuous social bonding.” 

Sympathy and the State in the Romantic Era: Systems, State Finance, and the 
future of futurity  

by Robert Mitchell 

Homeless people in central London have access to different assistances 
provided by charities and councils including foods, clothes, shelters and job 
training etc. The short-term assistances they can get are more than they need, 
but there is a lack of long-term solution. People provides short-term help 
because of empathy and willing to help, but sometimes it doesn't help. 

A video has been made to summarise this phase of research. 
Link to video: VIMEO  YOUKU

Answer

An agent of virtuous 
social bonding.

 < DISCOVER

https://vimeo.com/216925548
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMzMzMjU0Mzg2NA==.html?spm=a2hzp.8244740.0.0


To efficiently help homeless people is to give them the sense of human 
dignity rather than taking pity on them. Housing first is a practical 
principle to address homeless issue. 

Recent researches also show that the key solution to homelessness is 
housing, the principle is called “housing first”. Whatever problem an 
homeless individual has once having a house the individual will start to 
be responsive to the house and him/herself then the situation will get 
better. Even more, it costs only one-third housing a homeless people 
than keeping than on the street. Because it needs more money to 
maintain shelters, health-care services and so on. 

Making use of vacant buildings sounds simple, Jeremy Corbyn and 
Margaret Thatcher had talked about homelessness and making using of 
empty properties in 1990. But the number of people sleeping rough on 
streets is still increasing every year while many properties are left 
empty. The housing crisis is complicated because of the complexity of 
economics, politics and human nature. The housing problem seems 
unfixable. 

Apart from not having roof on 
top of the head, is there any 
consequence caused by not 
having a house? Yes, and many 
homeless people are complaining 
about this. It’s address. A main 
obstacle of homeless people in 
finding jobs, claiming benefits 
and so on i s the l a ck o f 
residential address.

Key Insight

ADDRESS

  Paul, 56  

  Darren, 44  

  Lee, 32  

HOUSING 
FIRST

HOUSING 
CRISIS

v.s

“I got an interview but they cancelled it 
because they found I was using an 
address of a church.”

“I’ve got nothing. I can’t claim benefits, 
because I’ve no address…You used to 
be able to sign on and they would give 
you so much money every day. Not any 
more. That’s all gone. Doesn’t exist 
anymore, that. Doesn’t exist.”

“You can’t claim dole, because you 
need a letterbox to get ID, but you 
need ID to get a letterbox…So all left is 
to beg, yeah…”

DEFINE>



DEFINE>

Are homeless people the only victims of not having a fixed address? No they are not. 
Because of the technology development and the remain high housing price, A growing 
cross-generation tribe of educated, influential and affluent professionals are striving to 
lead a nomadic life. For them, concepts like borders, time-zones and office-spaces can 
be ignored in lieu of a connected ecosystem of tools and services that help them to 
live, work and play in a way that may seem extreme to many of us today, but will 
become the norm for a much larger group of professionals in the next few years 

Will this change the value of the society?  How does the society attitude towards 
people who has no permeant place to live? Will the attitude remain the same in the 
future with a more serious housing crisis? 

Problem

People without fixed address  
are losing their voice.

Lois Pryce, Author, 
used to work for BBC

Capt. Fritter 
lives on boat 

“Living on a house boat means I don’t officially exist. My 
experience of voting was a disaster. With out postcode, I have 
no voice. For It wasn’t so long ago that your insurance 
company, bank and local pizza restaurant didn’t have a 
computer that connected your name to your postcode, but we 
now have the peculiar situation where it is assumed there must 
be one for every human. Only in the last couple of decades has 
this creep of technology and the advent of the electronic 
database created the black hole of the postcodeless. And when 
that happens, guess what? Computer says no.” 

“For people like myself who live aboard, or who like to travel 
around the planet or parts thereof, the idea of a permanent 
physical address is more of a hindrance than a need.  We ain’t 
hiding, we ain’t trying to get out of the clutches of government 
control, we ain’t trying to break any laws, we simply live a 
different way of life.  With the ability to connect digitally, the 
idea of needing permanent or fixed address is an obsolete 
mindset.  But, governments seldom look to the future nor do 
they embrace ideas that don’t conform to the hive. ”

Brief

Design a system to help no fixed abode 
better intermeshe into the socioty



Modern nomads can register as NFA 
user, being assigned an NFA 
postcode and receive an NFA device. 
Once the user find a place to settle 
down, place NFA device in a visible 
location then use fingerprint to 
activate the GPS. The location will be 
linked to the NFA postcode. Services 
requiring address can reach the 
user’s current location via NFA 
postcode. NFA system also creates 
address history of the users to 
establish credits as proofs of their 
existence in the society allowing 
users to access services such as 
mortgage, visa, etc.
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Passive GPS Antenna uFL - 9mm x 9mm -2dBi gain

Adafruit FONA 808 - Mini Cellular GSM + GPS Breakout

Finger Print Scanner

Slim Sticker GSM Cellular Quad Band Antenna (3dBi uFL)

Nominatim OpenStreetMap API
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A video has been made to open conversation. 
Link to video: VIMEO  YOUKU

 < DEVELOPE

https://vimeo.com/222762807
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMjg0MzUyMjMwMA==.html?spm=a2h0k.8191407.0.0&from=s1.8-1-1.2


Ting Cheng 
Artist

“Safety and security is an issue living on boat. A thief boarded our 
boat and stole the electricity generator which was chain-locked on 
the deck. I was on the boat but it’s difficult to communicate my 
location with the police. It would be great in the future if there’s a 
security company serving people who live on canal.

From conversions with potential users, investors and the public, 
NFA chooses people who live on canal boats as target users to 
ground the proposal. 

There are over 10,000 people live on canal boats in London, over 
32,000 boats in the UK. Canal & River Trust is the organisation 
responsive to license, management, etc. It would be easier to 
realise the proposal with C&RT rather than with the government.

DELIVER>



DELIVER>

Canal & River Trust is an ideal partner to 
collaborate with, they are well-managed 
and managing rivers and canals. There are 
many other association related to people 
l ive afloat. During my research, I 
discovered that not everyone agrees with 
C&RT’s management. People question the 
legal effect of rules set by C&RT, 
especially on the rule “boats have to move 
25miles every 2 weeks”. 

Before I clearly understand boaters’ 
opinion, the project is paused.
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